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great outdoors is its array of beautiful views. You might see a beautiful lake, or a sparkling waterfall
in a pristine landscape. Afterall, just a few feet away, probably a waterfall, is a deep lake. But what is
exactly happens when water meets a deep lake? Beneath the surface, the new evidence reveals that

this past spring, a massive plunge of water from the Elwha and Glines Canyon dams devastated
thousands of acres of tundra and wetlands, creating a massive wetland. And the eventual loss of this
ecosystem, she says, could mean the loss of the salmon that depend on it. A huge release of hydro-

dams from the massive 842-foot-high Glines Canyon Dam along the Elwha River in Washington
destroyed thousands of acres of wetlands, filled and created a new lake that is about 3,000 feet

deep. And at the time, federal officials were planning to discharge 3.8 million gallons of fresh water
into the Earth from the new reservoir at Glines Canyon Dam, designed to keep the river free of

sediment. (The Elwha River is approximately 900 miles long, is fed by more than 70 glaciers, and is
the second largest tributary of the Columbia River.) In the proposal, the U.S. Army Corps of

Engineers says the goal is to restore the salmon population after a series of massive floods in the
area more than 100 years ago destroyed the last viable spawning habitat upstream. But Claire

Kistler, an avian biologist with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, says if the dams are removed, a
highly productive salmon habitat will re-grow, at least for a time, as the pristine tundra and wetlands
return. “It’s a very complex ecosystem to restore,” she says. “We haven’t really seen it before.” That
said, she’s heard from the Army Corps that the ecosystem is ready to bounce back. But she says if
the dams are removed, a highly productive salmon habitat will re-grow, at least for a time, as the
pristine tundra and wetlands return. Ultimately, Kistler says, the fish must move upstream, where

there is a suitable habitat for them to spawn. “
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